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	Book No page 1: 1
	Name: Ashley Loftis
	Theme: Artist Books
	Title: Sheets of Evidence
	Author: William Kentridge
	Date Published: 2009
	Publisher: Dieu Donne Press
	Purchased: Joshua Heller Rare Books
	Price: 7000
	Why price: Sheets of Evidence is 1 out of 20 books in the world like this.  William Kentridge is a famous artist known for his prints, which are utilized in this book.  Only one of his prints is expensive, but this book has 18.  $7000 is a low price when one looks at it in this perspective.

The book is also published by Dieu Donne, who are a famous papermaking and bookbinding studio.  Though the book is handmade, it is made with excellent craftsmanship.

This is also the only one of its kind that I could find for sale online, and the price was less than I expected it to be.
	description: Book Title	Sheets of Evidence
Book Creator	Kentridge, William [South African draftsman, filmmaker, and sculptor, born 1955]
Dieu Donné [American publisher, founded 1976]
Culture	South African
American
Work Date	2009 [publication date]
Publisher	Dieu Donné, New York, New York, United States [Publication location]; Special Collections, Eric V. Hauser Library, Reed College, Portland, Oregon, United States [Repository]
Material	papers, board books, cloth
Measurements	30 x 38 x 4 cm [11.81 x 14.96 x 1.57 inches], 18 leaves
VRC Classification	Books, Manuscripts and Publications
Work Type	Artists' Books
Technique	bookbinding [process]
watermarks
wire watermarks
papermaking
Style/Period	Livre d'Artiste; Twenty-first Century
Notes	18 watermarked images and text. The 100% cotton watermarks were developed and produced by Susan Gosin and Paul Wong at Dieu Donné Papermill. Barbara Mauriello designed and bound the 20 edition copies and the 10 artists proofs. Dieu Donné Papermill co-published the edition in 2009. [signed, W. Kentridge]
Subject Keywords	Sexual intercourse
Sexuality
Group sex
Death
Sexual behavior [Human]
Kissing
Source	Kentridge, William. Sheets of Evidence. Dieu Donné Press, 2009.
Repository	Special Collections, Eric V. Hauser Library, Reed College, Portland, Oregon, United States
Call Number	N7396.K45 S54 2009
Copyright Holder	© Dieu Donné Press
Rights -- Usage Statement	The Reed College Artists' Books website (design and descriptive material) is copyrighted © 2009 by Reed College and Geraldine Ondrizek. The images on the website are copyrighted by other third parties, and are provided in this website to support research, teaching and study. You may use any materials in this website on a fair use basis, in accordance with Title 17, Section 107 of U.S. copyright law. Other uses of these materials may require permission from the copyright holder. It is the user's responsibility to determine and/or clear any necessary rights. For images, please consult the copyright information provided in each image record in the "Copyright Holder" field. For use of any other website content, please contact Reed College. Inquiries regarding obtaining high resolution copies of images should be directed to the photographer, cited in the "Photographer" field.
Photographer	Zyvan, Orin [American photographer, active 2005]
Filename	112761.tif
	Fits in Collection: This piece is very conceptual and different, which is the basis for my criteria of artist books.  It plays with the idea of erasure (physically as well as mentally) by appearing as blank pages unless looked at under scrutiny.  Most books in my collection need to be looked at as a whole as well as in detail.
	No page 2: 1
	research: William Kentridge created this book to go along with his other work; to be a study of life, death, and social relations focusing on relations within South Africa.  There are images that depict people alone, with others, and with objects.  They appear as skeletons later on.  It also incorporates words that, when looked at in context with the images as well as with Kentridge's work in mind, illuminate the book in a different light.  These interactions speak about race, power, and authority between people.
	Personal reason:      I selected this book because it was the book I studied throughout the semester.  Since it was such an interesting book, I thought that it would be nice to build a collection around it.  I would love to see a collection of artist books myself, so I chose some of the most interesting ones I could find that had similar conceptual backgrounds to Kentridge's Sheets of Evidence.


